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ABSTRACT
For a large-scale airline, the crew operating cost is second only to the fuel cost. This makes the role of crew
pairing optimization (CPO) critical for business viability. Here, the aim is to generate a set of flight sequences
(crew pairings) which cover a finite set of an airline’s flight schedule, at minimum cost, while satisfying several
legality constraints. CPO poses an NP-hard combinatorial optimization problem, to tackle which, the state-of-
the-art relies on relaxing the underlying Integer Programming Problem in to a Linear Programming Problem,
and solving the latter through Column generation (CG) technique. However, with huge expansion of airlines’
operations lately, CPO is marred by the curse of dimensionality, rendering the exact CG-implementations obso-
lete. This has paved the way for use of heuristic-based CG-implementations. Yet, in literature, the much preva-
lent large-scale complex flight networks involving multiple – crew bases and/or hub-and-spoke sub-networks,
largely remain unaddressed. To bridge the research-gap, this paper proposes a novel CG heuristic, which has
enabled in-house development of an Airline Crew Pairing Optimizer (퐴푖푟퐶푅푂푃 ). The efficacy of the proposed
heuristic/퐴푖푟퐶푅푂푃 has been: (a) tested on real-world airline data with (by available literature) an unprece-
dented conjunct scale and complexity – involving over 4200 flights, 15 crew bases, and over a billion pairings,
and (b) validated by the research consortium’s industrial sponsor. Notably, the proposed CG heuristic relies
on balancing exploitation of domain knowledge (on optimal solution features) and random exploration (of so-
lution space). Hence, despite a focused scope here, the proposed CG heuristic can serve as a template on how
to utilize domain knowledge for developing heuristics to tackle combinatorial optimization problems in other
application domains.
1. Introduction
Amongst major expenses of an airline, crew operating cost is the second-largest expense, after the fuel cost. For
instance, 1.3 billion USD were spent on crew operations by American Airlines in 1991 (Gopalakrishnan and Johnson,
2005). For large airlines, evenmarginal improvements in crew operating cost may translate to savings worth millions of
dollars annually. This has led to the recognition of Airline Crew Scheduling (ACS) as a critical planning activity with
potential for huge cost-savings. Its aim is to generate crew schedules by assigning the crew members to a set of legal
flight sequences, to cover a finite set of flights from its timetable while satisfying crew requirements of these flights.
In the last three decades, ACS ( Barnhart et al. (2003)) has received an unprecedented attention from the Operations
Research (OR) society by way of comprehensive efforts to adapt the state-of-the-art optimization techniques to solve
it. Conventionally, ACS is solved sequentially in two steps namely: (a) Crew Pairing Optimization (CPO), where, the
aim is to generate a set of flight sequences (each called a crew pairing) to cover a finite set of an airlines’ flight schedule
at minimum cost, while satisfying multiple legality constraints linked to airline-specific regulations, federations’ rules,
labor laws, etc., and (b) Crew Rostering (or crew assignment), where, the aim is to assign crew members to optimally-
derived crew pairings, while satisfying the corresponding crew needs.
This research has contributed to in-house development of anAirline CrewPairingOptimizer, named as퐴푖푟퐶푅푂푃 1,
tested and validated for real-world, large-scale, and complex flight network data. However, this paper has a dedicated
focus on the central building block for 퐴푖푟퐶푅푂푃 – on how to intelligently explore the (rather infinitely large) search
space of crew pairings, leading to minimization of cost. The associated facts are highlighted below. CPO belongs to
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Column generation heuristic for airline crew pairing optimization
the class of NP-hard2 problems (Garey and Johnson, 1979). A crew pairing is basically a flight sequence, beginning
and ending at the same crew base (airport). For being operational, these crew pairings have to comply-with hundreds
of legality constraints (detailed in Section 2.1) linked to airline-specific regulations, federations’ safety rules, labor
laws, etc. Conventionally, large-scale CPO is decomposed into two sub-problems, namely Crew Pairing Generation
Problem (CPGP), and Crew Pairing Optimization Problem (CPOP). In CPGP, the focus is on generating legal crew
pairings in a computationally- and time-efficient manner, so these pairings could feed in to the solutioning of CPOP,
real-time. Numerous CPGP solution approaches have been proposed in the literature and the interested readers are
referred to Aggarwal et al. (2018). As concerns a CPOP:
• modeling: it is modeled either as set covering problem (SCP), where, each flight leg is allowed to be covered in
more than one pairing, or as a set partitioning problem (SPP), where, each flight leg is allowed to be covered in
only one pairing. Notably,
• solution-architecture: one way to tackle it is by first invoking CPGP for complete enumeration of all possible
pairings, apriori CPOP solutioning (finding a minimal-cost subset of those pairings covering all flights). This
approach is adopted for solving small-scale CPOPs (≈<1,000 flights) as generation and storage of all legal
pairings for such problems is still computationally-tractable. Alternatively, CPGP is invoked over successive
iterations of CPOP solutioning, wherein, in each iteration, legal pairings are enumerated for only a finite-subset
of flights, to help CPOP solution improve as far as possible, before the next iteration is triggered. This approach is
generally adopted for medium- to large-scale CPOPs (≈≥1,000 flights) where millions/billions of legal pairings
are possible, making their complete enumeration apriori CPOP solutioning, computationally-intractable.
• solution-methodology: it is solved by use of either heuristic-based optimization techniques, or mathematical
programming techniques, a brief review of which is presented below.
1.1. Crew Pairing Optimization: Related Work
As mentioned above, heuristic-based optimization techniques, and mathematical programming techniques are the
two broad solutioning categories for the CPOPs. Notably, within heuristic-based techniques, Genetic Algorithms
(GAs) have been most commonly used. GAs are population-based, randomized-search heuristic, inspired by the theory
of natural selection and genetics (details in Goldberg (2006)). The first instance in which a GA is customized to solve
a general class of set covering problems is found inBeasley and Chu (1996). Its utility is demonstrated for very small-
scale synthetic test cases (with just over 1,000 rows and 10,000 columns).
Table 1
An overview of GA-based CPOP solution approaches, proposed in the literature
Literature Studies Modeling Timetable Airline Test Cases* Airlines
Levine (1996) SPP - 40R; 823F; 43,749P -
Ozdemir and Mohan (2001) SCP Daily 28R; 380F; 21,308P Multiple Airlines
Kornilakis and Stamatopoulos (2002) SCP Monthly 1R; 2,100F; 11,981P Olympic Airways
Zeren and Özkol (2012) SCP Monthly 1R; 710F; 3,308P Turkish Airlines
Deveci and Demirel (2018) SCP - 12R; 714F; 43,091P Turkish Airlines
*G stands for generated test cases; R stands for real-world test cases; # represents the number; F stands for flights; and
P stands for pairings. The F & P values are the maximum among all the test cases being used for validation in the
respective studies.
The GA-based CPOP solution approaches, proposed in the literature, are summarized in Table 1. Kornilakis and
Stamatopoulos (2002) and Zeren and Özkol (2012) proposed customized-GAs to solve CPOP, but considered only a
subset of all possible legal pairings to find the best solution. In the remaining studies, the proposed solutioning is
validated using flight networks of small-scale airlines, operating in low-demand regions such as Greece, Turekey, etc.,
for which only a handful of legal pairings are possible (maximum of 44,000 pairings for over 800 flights). The above
2For NP-hard (NP-complete) problems, no polynomial time algorithms on sequential computers are known up to now. However, verification
of a solution could be accomplished efficiently, i.e., in polynomial time.
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GA applications cater to only small-scale CPOPs with less complex flight networks, and become obsolete when scaled
to flight networks of bigger airlines such as US-based airlines. Zeren and Özkol (2012) have demonstrated that a highly
customized-GA is efficient for solving small-scale CPOPs (as shown in Table 1), but fails to solve large-scale CPOPs
with the same search-efficiency. Furthermore, with reference to a 839 flight-network with multiple hub-and-spoke
sub-networks, Aggarwal et al. (2020c) have demonstrated that customized GAs are not so efficient in solving complex
versions of even small-scale flight networks.
The use of mathematical programming techniques is linked to the fact that CPOPs modeled as set covering or
set partitioning problems are inherently Integer Programming Problems (IPPs). However, it is found that the integer
programs resulting from even small-scale CPOPs are so complex that it is computationally-impractical to solve them
using standard IP-techniques (Anbil et al., 1991; Desaulniers et al., 1997; Elhallaoui et al., 2005; Kasirzadeh et al.,
2017). To overcome these limitations, the most widely adopted technique is Column Generation (CG), which starting
with a feasible solution (covering all flights for a given schedule), allows for generation of only those variables (pairings)
which promise improvement in the objective function (cost). This guided search space exploration in principle provides
a tractable way to deal with large-scale integer programs. For a comprehensive review of CG, interested readers are
referred to Du Merle et al. (1999); Lübbecke and Desrosiers (2005); Lübbecke (2010). For CPOP-solutioning, CG has
been used in the following architectures.
• Since CPOP is difficult to be solved using IP directly, it is relaxed into a Linear Programming Problem (LPP)
by relaxing the integer constraints. CG is used to solve this LPP by initializing it with a restricted search space
and expanding it iteratively, before an IP-phase is initiated (Anbil et al., 1992, 1998; Vance et al., 1997).
• CPOP is solved using a branch-and-price algorithm (originally proposed by Barnhart et al. (1998) to solve large-
scale IPPs) in which CG is incorporated to expand the search space at each node of the branch-and-bound (B&B)
search-tree (Desaulniers and Soumis, 2010; Zeren and Özkol, 2016). It is to be noted that in B&B, an LPP is
required to be solved at the root node to find the best LP-bound. Hence, CG is also used to solve an LPP at the
root-node in a similar manner as explained in the previous point.
This research adopts the former school of thought, and the workflow of the optimization process is as follows. A
full flight coverage set of legal pairings is used to initialize the CG-phase. In that, several iterations of CG, referred to
as CG-iterations, are performed to find a near-optimal LP-solution, which is fed to the subsequent IP-phase. Each CG-
iteration is decomposed into two problems, a restricted master problem (RMP), and a pricing subproblem. The RMP
is modeled as a set covering or a set partitioning problem (Korte et al., 2012), and solved using the standard LP-solvers.
The dual-information (shadow prices corresponding to flights covered) embedded in the resulting solution is then fed
to the pricing subproblem, in which it is utilized to generate new pairings promising further cost-improvement, i.e., the
pairings with most-negative reduced costs. It may be noted that the solution to the pricing subproblem at CG-iteration
푡 is combined with the active iteration’s LP-solution, and the resulting solution is then fed into the RMP and the pricing
subproblem at the CG-iteration 푡 + 1. This process is repeated until an LP-solution of the desired quality is achieved.
Conventionally, CG-technique was proposed to exactly solve large-scale integer programs. In that, a full-scale
pricing subproblem is constructed followed by its solution to find a new column/variable that could bring the corre-
sponding gain in the objective function. Some examples of exact CG-implementations for solving CPOPs are given
in Anbil et al. (1992); Barnhart et al. (1994, 2003). In these instances, small-scale flight networks were solved, mak-
ing it possible to construct the full-scale pricing subproblems. However, with demand-base expansion and growing
complexity of the flight networks over the last two decades, the exact CG-implementations have become intractable
and obsolete. This paves the way for the development of intelligent/customized CG heuristics. Such CG heuristics are
built using domain-knowledge to focus upon an important, yet manageable, section of the overall search space. One
such CG heuristic is proposed in Zeren and Özkol (2016), in which a monthly flight schedule of Turkish Airlines (a
medium-budget airline with upto 565 flights operated in a day and upto 17, 318 flights operated in a month) was solved.
In that, a partial solution generation approach was proposed which utilizes the flight connection information present
in the active CG-iteration’s LP-solution to generate a new meaningful partial solution. It was designed with an aim to
considerably reduce the total deadhead-ing time in the successive CG-iterations’ LP-solutions. Despite this progress,
the much prevalent complex flight networks (such as the US-based airlines’ flight networks with upto 1200 daily flights)
largely remain unaddressed. According to the authors in this research, a complex flight network is characterized by
multiple hub-and-spoke subnetworks and/or multiple crew bases, leading to an explosion of possible legal pairings
(millions/billions). In that, the number of potential crew pairings (optimization variables) grow exponentially with the
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number of flights on account of not only its departure from a point-to-point network; multiplicity of hubs as opposed
to a single hub; but also the multiplicity of crew bases. Hence, the practical utility of the existing solutions (Vance
et al., 1997; Erdoğan et al., 2015; Zeren and Özkol, 2016) is limited, and all the more questionable considering that air
traffic is expected to grow double in 20 years with a 3.5% compound annual growth rate (Garcia, 2018).
1.2. Contributions
In an attempt to overcome the above-mentioned research/utility gap, this research paper proposes an efficient
domain-specific column generation heuristic (CG-heuristic). The proposed CG-heuristic focuses not only on dead-
head minimizing aspect of the cost-reduction (attempted in Zeren and Özkol (2016)) but also focuses on another major
aspect of the cost-reductions, i.e., onmaximizing the crew utilization. In addition to this, the proposed CG-heuristic also
involves a random CG-strategy to bring randomness in the generated partial solution, to counter the bias of the former
two CG-strategies. Hence, the proposed CG-heuristic ensures a balance between the exploration and the exploitation
aspects of the optimization-search, which is highly critical for high search-efficiency of the large-scale optimization
frameworks. The utility of the proposed CG-heuristic is demonstrated on real-world, large-scale (over 4212 flights),
complex flight networks (over 15 crew bases and multiple hub-and-spoke subnetworks), provided by GEAviation from
the flight networks of its US-based client airlines. A large-scale airline crew pairing optimization framework, named
as 퐴푖푟퐶푅푂푃 , developed by the authors and validated by GE Aviation, is used to demonstrate the efficiency of the
proposed CG-heuristic. From the computational experiments, it is established that the proposed CG-heuristic not only
leads to better-cost crew pairing solutions while solving large-scale CPOPs with much prevalent complex flight net-
works, but also leads to its faster convergence. A motivation from this research work could be drawn by researchers
from other domains to develop such domain-specific CG-heuristics.
1.3. Outline
The outline of this paper is as follows. A brief overview of the airline crew pairing problem is presented in Section 2,
which includes a brief discussion of the associated terminology, pairing-legality constraints, pairing-costing rules, and
a pre-requisite CG-based large-scale airline crew pairing optimization framework (퐴푖푟퐶푅푂푃 ). The proposed CG-
heuristic along with the CPOP problem formulation is presented in Section 3. Computational experiments along with
the observations drawn from them are discussed in Section 4, and the conlusion of this research work is presented in
Section 5.
2. Airline Crew Pairing Problem: Formative Concepts
This section presents the prerequisites in terms of basic terminology, crew pairing – legality constraints and costing
rules. A crew pairing refers to a legal sequence of flight flown by a crew member that departs and arrives at a fixed
(home) airport, called a crew base. As an example, Figure 1 illustrates with Dallas (DAL) as the crew base, the key
terms, defined below. Within a crew pairing, the flight sequence covered in a single working day (not necessarily same
as the calendar day) is called a crew duty. In that, a small rest-period, provided between any two flights to facilitate
aircraft changes by crew members, is called a sit-time or a connection-time. In contrast, overnight-rest refers to a long
rest-period after termination of the current duty and before commencement of the next crew duty. Two short-periods,
provided in the beginning and ending of a crew duty, are called briefing and de-briefing time, respectively. Finally,
The elapsed time of a crew pairing, since its start, is called time away from base (TAFB).
2.1. Crew Pairing Legality Constraints
Multiple airline federations (FAA3, EASA4, and other authorities) govern the safety of crew members, and, in turn,
regulate the ‘legality’ of a crew pairing. Along with this, several other legality constraints linked to airline-specific
regulations, labor laws, etc. are required to be satisfied by a crew pairing in order to be classified as legal. Broadly,
these constraints could be classified as follows5.
3Federal Aviation Administration.
4European Aviation Safety Agency.
5The exact parameters of the pairing-legality constraints could not be revealed due to non-disclosure agreements with the research consortium’s
Industrial partner, GE Aviation
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Figure 1: An example of a crew pairing starting from Dallas (DAL) crew base
• Connection-city constraint: In this constraint, the arrival airport of a flight in a pairing should be the same as
the departure airport of the flight, next in the pairing sequence.
• Start- & end-city constraint: A legal pairing is bound to begin and end at a particular crew base. Hence, in a
pairing, the departure airport of the first flight should be a crew base and the arrival airport of the last flight
should be the same crew base.
• Sit-time & overnight-rest constraint: As mentioned above, sit-times and overnight-rests are to be provided in a
pairing. These rest periods are regulated by this constraint using the respective minimum and maximum bounds,
set by airlines in accordance with the federations’ regulation.
• Duty constraint: The parameters associated with a crew duty are regulated by this constraint. Some of the
example of these regulations are as follows:
– In a pairing, the number of crew duties are bounded by a maximum limit.
– Total number of flights in a crew duty, the duty elapsed-time and its flying-time are all restricted by a
maximum bound which is determined in accordance to the duty’s start time and its departure airport.
• Special constraint: Airlines desire to optimize their crew utilization, and formulate some special constraints
such as restricting a pairing from taking overnights at the same city airports (airports which are in the same city
as that of the crew base from which the pairing started), etc.
There are multiple similar constraints which are required to be satisfied by a legal crew pairing. For efficiently han-
dling these number of constraints, it is important to develop a computationally- and time-efficient constraint checking
procedure to solve the legal crew pairing generation problem (LCPGP) that can facilitate legal crew pairings on the
requirement basis. This is discussed in the next subsection.
2.2. Crew Pairing Costing Rules
A complicated non-linear set of costing rules is used by the client airlines of GE Aviation (research consortium’s
Industrial partner) for computing the cost of legal crew pairings. Generally, the cost of a crew pairing is made up of
two components: a flying cost and a non-flying cost (also called variable cost). The flying cost is the cost incurred
in actually flying all given flights from an airline’s timetable. The variable cost is the cost of non-flying hours of a
pairing. This is sub-divided into following cost components:
• Hard cost: It is the cost of non-productive hours of a crew pairing (referred as excess pay) plus the hotel and
meal cost. Excess pay is the minimum guaranteed pay and is computed as the cost for those minimum guaranteed
hours which are not met by the actual flying hours. These minimum guaranteed hours are associated with several
attributes of a pairing such as TAFB, duty-elapsed time, etc.
• Soft cost: It is imposed to penalize the total cost for (1) every aircraft change between two consecutive flights in
a pairing, and (2) every deadhead flight.
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2.3. AirCROP: Airline Crew Pairing Optimizer
As part of a larger project, supported under the acknowledged research grant, the authors have developed a CG-
based airline crew pairing optimizer, named as 퐴푖푟퐶푅푂푃 (Aggarwal et al., 2020a). It has been tested and validated
on real-world large-scale and complex flight networks in collaboration with GE Aviation (the research consortium’s
Industrial partner). It is structured around the integration of advanced OR techniques, namely the Column Generation
and the Mixed Integer Linear Programming (MILP), and knowledge-based heuristics for the airline domain. Being
open to modifications, it is adaptable by any number of airlines for optimizing their crew pairing costs, even for their
large and complex flight networks. Its novelty lies not just in the design of its building modules, namely Legal Crew
Pairing Generation, Initial Feasible Solution Generation, andOptimization Engine; but critically in how these modules
interact. Its relevant modules are briefly discussed in the following subsections.
2.3.1. Legal Crew Pairing Generation Approach
For an input (finite) set of flights/legal duties, this module outputs all possible legal crew pairings (complying
with constraints discussed in section 2.1). Empirically, it is found that for large-scale CPOPs, almost 25-50% runtime
of the optimization process is spent on the generation of legal crew pairings. Hence, it is imperative to develop a
computationally-fast legal pairing generation approach. This could be achieved by prioritizing the pairing-legality
constraints and establishing an efficient constraint-checking order amongst them. As a result, a candidate crew pairing
could be rejected immediately if it does not satisfy primary constraints (ranked higher in priority order), saving the
runtime of checking lesser priority (subsequent) constraints. This could save the overall legal pairing generation time to
certain extent. Furthermore, parallelization techniques could be adopted to reduce the legal pairing generation runtime.
Some parallel legal pairing generation approaches are discussed in Aggarwal et al. (2018). Though these parallel
architectures may be computationally-efficient, however, they require expensive computational resources. And the
efforts required in implementation of such complex concepts of parallelizationmay hamper the development and testing
of new ideas for the subsequent optimization process, hence, becoming a barrier-to-entry for the new researchers.
In an attempt to overcome these limitations, a parallel yet simpler legal crew pairing generation approach has been
proposed by Aggarwal et al. (2018). In large-scale CPOPs with complex flight networks, multiple crew bases are
present along with non-linear pairing legality constraints which may vary with-respect-to crew bases from which a
pairing begins. Exploiting this problem structure, Aggarwal et al. (2018) decomposed the legal pairing generation
process into independent sub-processes with-respect-to each crew base which are then executed, in parallel, onmultiple
cores of a single CPU. This legal pairing generation approach is adopted to facilitate legal crew pairings to the modules
of the 퐴푖푟퐶푅푂푃 , whenever required/called-for, in a computationally- and time-efficient manner.
2.3.2. Initial Feasible Solution Generation
To initialize the Optimization Engine of the 퐴푖푟퐶푅푂푃 , it is required to generate a manageable set of legal crew
pairings that covers all given flights. This finite set of legal pairings is referred to as an initial feasible solution (IFS). For
large-scale CPOPs, IFS generation standalone is computationally challenging as it constitutes anNP-complete problem.
Aggarwal et al. (2018) proposed a special IFS-generation heuristic based on the depth-first search (DFS) algorithm
(Tarjan, 1972), named as an Enhanced-DFS heuristic, and demonstrated its efficacy on real-world, medium- to large-
scale datasets. However, Aggarwal et al. (2020b) demonstrated that: • the Enhanced-DFS heuristic is dependent on the
characteristics of the input flight schedule as it becomes an exhaustive-search method for those complex flight networks
which contain some sparsely-connected flights, and • proposed a time-efficient IFS-generation heuristic, named as an
Integer Programming based Divide-and-cover Heuristic (IPDCH). As evident from the name, the IPDCH generates an
IFS by using: • a divide-and-cover strategy to decompose the input flight schedule into smaller flight subsets, and • the
IP to find quality set of pairings for each decomposed flight subset. In that, the authors demonstrated the superiority of
the IPDCH over the Enhanced-DFS heuristic on multiple real-world, large-scale, and complex flight datasets. Hence,
the IPDCH has been adopted in this module of the 퐴푖푟퐶푅푂푃 .
2.3.3. Optimization Engine
In thismodule, the IFS (received as input) is recombined, iteratively, with new legal crew pairings, promising lower-
cost full-coverage solution. This module is implemented using two submodules, namely Submodule-I and Submodule-
II. The Submodule-I generates a full-coverage, near-optimal cost, linearly-relaxed solution (fractions of pairings are
used to make up the full-coverage solution) using the proposed CG-heuristic. The Submodule-II receives this near-
optimal LP-solution as input from which it attempts to find a full-coverage, lower-cost integer solution (full pairings
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are used to make up the full-coverage solution), through repetitive interactions between IP and Submodule-I. The CG-
heuristic, proposed in this paper, is a part of the Submodule-I of the퐴푖푟퐶푅푂푃 ’s Optimization Engine. To demonstrate
the utility of the proposed CG-heuristic, the 퐴푖푟퐶푅푂푃 is used as a black-box optimizer in this research work, and
interested readers are referred to Aggarwal et al. (2020a) for further discussion on the 퐴푖푟퐶푅푂푃 .
As mentioned in Zeren and Özkol (2016), standard implementation of column generation technique has several
limitations such as tailing-off effect (slower convergence in the later CG-iterations), bang-bang effect (oscillation of
dual variables from one extreme point to another), heading-in effect (poor dual information leading to generation of
irrelevant columns in initial CG-iterations), etc. For a detailed discussion on standard column generation practices and
its stabilization techniques, interested readers are referred to Du Merle et al. (1999); Lübbecke and Desrosiers (2005);
Lübbecke (2010). In an attempt to overcome these limitations to an extent, an interior-point LP method (Karmarkar,
1984), implemented in SciPy (Jones et al., 2001; Andersen and Andersen, 2000), is used in this research work to solve
CPOP’s dual-model in each CG-iteration. Empirically, this interior-point method is found helpful in not only over-
coming the bang-bang effect to a large extent, but also in accelerating the convergence of the CG-phase considerably
by decreasing the number of CG-iterations required to achieve a good-quality LP-solution.
3. Proposed Methodology
3.1. Airline Crew Pairing Optimization Problem Formulation
In the literature, there are twomodeling techniques that fulfills the CPOP’s modeling requirements: set partitioning
and set covering problem formulations. In the former modeling technique, the solution (set of legal pairings) is allowed
to cover each flight only once (zero deadheads), whereas in the latter technique, it is allowed to cover each flight more
than once (deadheads are allowed). The set partitioning model may lead to a better-cost solution than the set covering
one. However, it will lead to an infeasible solution for the problems in which an ideal partitioned-solution (set with
zero deadheads) does not exists, making the set covering model a better choice. Moreover, the set covering model
may result in a faster convergence of the CPO as over-coverage of flights may increase the number of intermediate
candidate solutions (Gustafsson, 1999). Hence, a set covering problem formulation is adopted in this research for
modeling CPOP in the required modules of 퐴푖푟퐶푅푂푃 . Before defining the mathematical formulations of CPOP, it is
important to define a legal crew pairing, which is as follows.
Definition 1 (Legal Crew Pairing). A legal crew pairing is a finite sequence of flights, starting and ending at the same
crew base, while satisfying all the pairing-legality constraints (as discussed in Section 2.1). The ordered sequence of
flights in a legal crew pairing represents the order in which the flights are to be flown by the assigned crew member.
Mathematically,
푝 = {푓1, 푓2, ..., 푓푛}, 푑푒푝푎푟푡푢푟푒_푎푖푟푝표푟푡(푓1) = 푎푟푟푖푣푎푙_푎푖푟푝표푟푡(푓푛), 푎 ≤ 푛 ≤ 푏,
where, 푎& 푏 are minimum&maximum limits (set by airlines) on the number of flights allowed in a legal crew pairing,
respectively.
Definition 2 (CPOP IP-model, 퐶푃푂푃 퐼푃 ). For a finite set of flight legs,  , covered by a set of legal pairings,  , the
CPOP’s set-covering formulation (an IP problem formulation) is as follows.
(퐶푃푂푃 퐼푃 ) minimize
퐱
f(퐱) =
푃∑
푗=1
(
푐푗 + 푃퐷ℎ푑 ×
퐹∑
푖=1
푎푖푗
)
푥푗 − 퐹 × 푃퐷ℎ푑 , (1)
subject to
푃∑
푗=1
푎푖푗푥푗 ≥ 1, ∀푖 ∈ {1, 2, ..., 퐹 } (2)
푥푗 ∈ {0, 1}, ∀푗 ∈ {1, 2, ..., 푃 } (3)
where, 푃 ∶ size of  , i.e., ||,
퐹 ∶ size of  , i.e., | |,
푐푗 ∶ cost of a pairing 푝푗 ,
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푃퐷ℎ푑 ∶ airline-defined parameter which penalizes the number of deadheads in the solution,
퐀 ∶ binary constraint matrix of size 퐹 × 푃 , whose elements (binary constants) are given as-
푎푖푗 =
{
1, if flight 푓푖 is covered in pairing 푝푗
0, otherwise ,
푥푗 ∶ binary decision variable =
{
1, if pairing 푝푗 is selected in the corresponding solution
0, otherwise ,
퐱 ∶ primal vector = [푥1 푥2 푥3 ... 푥푃 ]햳
Equation 1 represents the objective function which is to minimize the total cost of the selected pairings (pairings
corresponding to which 푥푗 = 1) in a candidate solution. Equation 2 represents a set of 퐹 flight-coverage constraintswhich ensures that each flight in  is covered at least once by a pairing in  . Equation 3 ensures the binary nature of
decision variables.
Remark 1. For large-scale CPOPs, the presence of millions/billions of pairings significantly increases the sparsity of
matrix퐀. Using the 2D-array form ofmatrix퐀might not only result in hugememory-wastages (as 0s are insignificant),
but also is computationally-inefficient, lead tomatrix-cracking problems. To alleviate these shortcomings, authors have
used a dynamic-length representation of each crew pairing (columns) in 퐀 instead of its 2D array form, as shown in
fig. 2. This significantly reduces the runtime-memory requirements and speeds-up the computations involving 퐀.
Constraint matrix, A Compact Representation of A
p1 p2 p3 p4 p5 p1
c p2
c p3
c p4
c p5
c
f1 (DAL  BOI) at t1 1 1 0 1 0 f1 f1 f2 f1 f2
f2 (DAL  ONT) at t2 0 0 1 0 1 f6 f3 f6 f3 f4
f3 (BOI   ONT) at t3 0 1 0 1 0 f4 f5 f6
f4 (ONT  BOI) at t4 0 1 0 0 1 f6
f5 (ONT  DAL) at t5 0 0 1 1 0 Storage reduction and 
corresponding gain in 
computational speedf6 (BOI   DAL) at t6 1 1 0 0 1
Figure 2: Constraint matrix 퐀 (2D array form and the proposed compact representation) is visualized using an example
of a six-flight problem
Definition 3 (CPOP’s LP-primal model, 퐶푃푂푃퐿푃푝푟푖푚푎푙). To solve CPOP in an efficient and cost-effective manner, the
original IP-model 퐶푃푂푃 퐼푃 is relaxed into an LP. For this, a continuously-relaxed form of decision variables, i.e.,
푥푗 ∈ [0, 1] ∀ 푗 ∈ {1, 2, 3, ..., 푃 }, (4)
is used instead of the binary decision variables (given in Equation 3). Hence, the primal form of the LP-relaxation of
CPOP, labeled as 퐶푃푂푃퐿푃푝푟푖푚푎푙, is formulated as follows.
(퐶푃푂푃퐿푃푝푟푖푚푎푙) minimize퐱 f
퐿푃
푝푟푖푚푎푙(퐱) =
푃∑
푗=1
(
푐푗 + 푃퐷ℎ푑 ×
퐹∑
푖=1
푎푖푗
)
푥푗 − 퐹 × 푃퐷ℎ푑 , (5)
subject to
푃∑
푗=1
푎푖푗푥푗 ≥ 1, ∀푖 ∈ {1, 2, ..., 퐹 } (6)
푥푗 ≥ 0, ∀푗 ∈ {1, 2, ..., 푃 } (7)
− 푥푗 ≥ −1, ∀푗 ∈ {1, 2, ..., 푃 } (8)
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However, constraint in Equation 8 could be excluded as it do not affect the optimal solution. The rationale behind this
is that the minimization of the objective function (Equation 5) will always lead to a solution with all variables 푥푗 ≤ 1,even without the constraint in Equation 8. In other words, a solution with any 푥푗 > 1 could always be replaced by asolution with all 푥푗 ≤ 1, while minimizing the given objective function. Hence, the above constraint is redundant and
excluded from the primal. Hence, a simplified 퐶푃푂푃퐿푃푝푟푖푚푎푙 is formulated using Equations 5, 6 & 7.
Definition 4 (CPOP’s LP-dual model, 퐶푃푂푃퐿푃푑푢푎푙). According to the duality theory (Bertsimas and Tsitsiklis, 1997),the dual of 퐶푃푂푃퐿푃푝푟푖푚푎푙, labeled as 퐶푃푂푃퐿푃푑푢푎푙, is defined as follows.
(퐶푃푂푃퐿푃푑푢푎푙) maximize퐲 f
퐿푃
푑푢푎푙(퐲) =
퐹∑
푖=1
푦푖 − 퐹 × 푃퐷ℎ푑 , (9)
subject to
퐹∑
푖=1
푎푖푗푦푖 ≤
(
푐푗 + 푃퐷ℎ푑 ×
퐹∑
푖=1
푎푖푗
)
, ∀푗 ∈ {1, 2, ..., 푃 } (10)
푦푖 ∈ ℝ≥0, ∀푖 ∈ {1, 2, ..., 퐹 } (11)
where, 푦푖 ∶ dual variable which represents a shadow price to cover flight 푓푖 in the respective manner,
퐲 ∶ dual vector = [푦1 푦2 푦3 ... 푦푃 ]햳
3.2. Domain-knowledge Inspired Column Generation Heuristic
Given the unprecedented scale and complexity of the current flight networks, it is not advisable to solve the pricing
subproblem to optimality by constructing the full-scale flight network in each iteration of a CG-based CPOP solution
approach. Instead, it is prudent to focus upon an interesting section of the given flight network that could lead to not
only a manageable but also a meaningful set of legal pairings. Such a CG-strategy is referred to as a partial solution
generation approach, and the resulting pairing set is referred to as a partial solution as it might not cover all flights in
the input flight schedule  . Hence, at the end of a CG-iteration 푡, the newly generated pairing set, denoted by (푡),
is merged with the main pool of legal pairings, i.e., the current iteration’s full-coverage LP-solution, denoted by  (푡)푠표푙.
Let the resulting global pairing set be denoted by  (푡). Hence, for a CG-iteration 푡,
 (푡) =  (푡)푠표푙 ∪  (푡). (12)
For any iteration 푡 excluding the first iteration,  (푡)푠표푙 is obtained by solving the 퐶푃푂푃퐿푃 (푡)푝푟푖푚푎푙 problem (Definition 3)
using  (푡−1) &  as the input pairing set & flight schedule, respectively. For the first iteration, an IFS (discussed in
Section 2.3.2) is used to initialize the 퐶푃푂푃퐿푃 (1)푝푟푖푚푎푙 to generate  (1)푠표푙, which is then used to generate  (1). This is
used as input in the subsequent iterations and so on. Furthermore, to generate the new pairing set (푡) at an iteration
푡, only the pairings promising cost-improvement are filtered-out from the pricing subnetworks, i.e., only the pairings
with negative reduced costs are selected as the CPOP is a cost minimization problem.
Definition 5 (Reduced Cost, 푐̄). It is an opportunity cost of a non-basic pairing (corresponding variable is non-basic),
which implicitly represents the cost-improvement (objective function) it could bring-in, if it is selected in the crew
pairing solution, i.e., its corresponding variable becomes basic. Mathematically, it represents the objective function
coefficient of the pairing if its corresponding decision variable is a basic variable. For a pairing 푝푗 at an iteration 푡,
푐̄(푡)푗 = 푐
(푡)
푗 −
퐹∑
푖=1
푎(푡)푖푗 푦̂
(푡)
푖 (13)
where, the optimal dual vector 퐲̂(푡) is generated by solving 퐶푃푂푃퐿푃 (푡)푑푢푎푙 , using an appropriate LP-technique, such asdual-simplex method (Lemke, 1954), primal-dual simplex method (Dantzig et al., 1956; Curet, 1993), interior-point
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method (Karmarkar, 1984; Andersen and Andersen, 2000), etc. The second part of the Equation 13 is referred to as
dual cost of the pairing 푝푗 , denoted by 푐̀푗 . Hence,
푐̀(푡)푗 =
퐹∑
푖=1
푎(푡)푖푗 푦̂
(푡)
푖 (14)
In such large-scale and complex CPOPs, the choice of flights for constructing the pricing subproblem and gen-
erating new legal pairings is the most critical decision. In a CG-iteration 푡, the partial solution could be generated
from a finite set of flights selected either randomly, or by exploiting the knowledge of flight connections in  (푡)푠표푙using CPOP’s domain-knowledge-based heuristics. Such special heuristics could be utilized to develop multiple CG-
strategies to focus on different, yet interesting, sections of the search space in a single CG-iteration. The combination
of such CG strategies, involving multiple domain-specific heuristics, is referred to as a CG-heuristic. Zeren and Özkol
(2016) proposed a novel CG strategy that favors theminimization of deadhead flights when combined with an (푡)푠표푙. Inthis research work, it is empirically found that despite such usage of CPOP’s domain-knowledge, an industry-standard
optima could not be guaranteed for much prevalent complex flight networks such as the convoluted flight networks of
US-airlines. The rational behind this research gap could be linked to not only • the narrow focus of the approach in
Zeren and Özkol (2016), i.e., on minimization of the deadhead flights which is one amongst the multiple characteris-
tics of a successful optimization-search, but also • the particular procedure being followed to achieve the same. In
an attempt to overcome this research gap, a novel domain-specific CG-heuristic, involving multiple CG-strategies, is
proposed in this research. Using different CG-strategies, the proposed CG-heuristic generates a partial solution with
a balance between exploration (randomly generated partial solution), and exploitation (meaningful/interesting partial
solutions being generated using a higher-level integration of domain-knowledge with the knowledge of flight connec-
tions from  (푡)푠표푙). In that, the proposed CG-strategies are, namely Crew-utility Maximizing CG-strategy (퐶퐺푆1),
Deadhead Minimizing CG-strategy (퐶퐺푆2), and Random-walk CG-strategy (퐶퐺푆3), which may target three differentmeaningful sections of the whole search space in each CG-iteration. Later, it is empirically demonstrated that the
final crew pairing solution resulting from the combination of these three CG-strategies is much superior than the ones
obtained using any of them independently within the same experimental setup. The underlying theme of the proposed
three CG-strategies is presented in the following text while their respective procedures & pseudocodes are presented
afterwards.
1. Crew-utility Maximizing CG-strategy (퐶퐺푆1):The pairing-legality constraints include some duty constraints that limit the crew flying time of each crew duty
in a pairing. This upper limit may vary with-respect-to the duty’s start time and the total number of flights the
duty could accommodate. To minimize the crew operating cost, airlines desire to maximize the crew utilization
which is directly proportional to the total number of actual flying hours in each crew duty. Hence, it is desirable
to generate pairings with high utilization of its duties’ allowable flying time while covering the flights. In addi-
tion to this, it is also desirable to generate pairings with shorter overnight-rests between its constituent duties.
In this research, such type of legal pairings are named as compact pairings. It seems to be logically appropriate
to hypothesize that a near-optimal crew pairing solution will have large number of such compact pairings. Af-
ter analyzing the state-of-the-practice solutions, provided by the research consortium’s Industrial partner (GE
Aviation), it is found that a large fraction of pairings in those solutions were compact pairings, supporting the
initial hypothesis. Hence, this CG-strategy focuses upon generating a meaningful partial solution, denoted by
 (푡)푆1, that attempts to generate compact pairings using the flight connections present in  (푡)푠표푙. This notion of
introducing compactness amongst the overall partial solution (푡) is found to bring significant cost-reductions.
2. Deadhead Minimizing CG-strategy (퐶퐺푆2):As mentioned in Section 2, a deadhead flight affects an airline’s revenue in two folds,
• the deadheading crew is paid regular wages for the deadheading-time (non-flying hours), and
• the revenue on the passenger seats being occupied by the deadheading crew is lost.
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Hence, airlines desire to minimize the deadhead flights as much as possible (ideally zero), by penalizing the
deadhead flights in the objective function (Equation 1). This CG strategy is focused upon generating a partial
solution, denoted by  (푡)푆2, which when combined with  (푡)푠표푙 might lead to a substantial reduction in thenumber of deadhead flights and the resulting crew operating cost. The first attempt to exploit this aspect of
cost-reduction is made by Zeren and Özkol (2016), and it is the motivation behind the development of this
CG-strategy too. Zeren and Özkol (2016) solved a large-scale CPOP for Turkish Airlines (a medium-budget
airline that operates approximately 500− 600 flights per day). In that, a heuristic was developed to initialize the
partial solution generation approach, in which an exact network of the pricing subproblem was constructed and
solved repeatedly until no further flights exist for pairing generation. Though they solved a large-scale CPOP
for a monthly flight schedule, the smaller-count of flights per day and lesser-complexity of their flight network
favored the usage of an exact model after initializing with a heuristic approach. However, in this research work,
much higher complex flight networks (characterized by multiple hub-and-spoke subnetworks and multiple crew
bases and leading to billion-plus legal crew pairings) of US-based airlines are being tackled, and for them, solving
an exact pricing subproblem in each CG-iteration is not only computationally-intractable but also not advisable.
Hence, the proposed CG-strategy is implemented using a heuristic approach, different from the one proposed in
Zeren and Özkol (2016), which is explained later in this section.
3. Random-walk CG-strategy (퐶퐺푆3):
The first two CG-strategies employ domain-specific heuristics to exploit the flight connections present in  (푡)푠표푙and generate new legal pairing sets with different, yetmeaningful, characteristics. The usage of domain-knowledge
in CG strategies may create biasness in the resulting partial solution as it is not possible to capture all meaningful
subsections of the search space in each CG-iteration. Hence, it is imperative to bring randomness in the overall
partial solution being generated. This is also supported by the empirical evidence presented in this work, which
demonstrates that considerable reductions could be achieved in some CG-iterations by involving a randomly
generated partial solution. Hence, this CG-strategy is developed to generate a partial solution from a set of
randomly-selected flights/duties.
At a CG-iteration 푡, the proposed CG heuristic employs these CG strategies sequentially with each of them gen-
erating an approximately equal-sized partial solution, as shown in its pseudocode given in Algorithm 1. In that, the
Algorithm 1: Proposed CG-heuristic for a CG-iteration 푡
Input:  ,  (푡)푠표푙, 퐱̂(푡), 퐲̂(푡), 퐀(푡), 퐜(푡), 푄푇ℎ, 퐾1, 퐾2, 퐾3
Output:  (푡)
1 Procedure: CG_heuristic()
2  (푡),  (푡)푆1,  (푡)푆2,  (푡)푆3 ← 휙
3  (푡)푆1 ← Crew_utility_maximizing_CG_strategy( (푡)푠표푙, 퐱̂(푡), 퐲̂(푡),퐀(푡), 퐜(푡), 푄푇ℎ, 퐾1)
4  (푡)푆2 ← Deadhead_minimizing_CG_strategy( (푡)푠표푙, 퐱̂(푡), 퐲̂(푡),퐀(푡), 퐜(푡), 푄푇ℎ, 퐾2)
5  (푡)푆3 ← Random_walk_CG_strategy( , 푄푇ℎ, 퐾3)
6  (푡) ← (푡)푆1 ∪ (푡)푆2 ∪ (푡)푆3
7 return (푡)
input to 퐶퐺푆1 & 퐶퐺푆2 includes the active iteration’s LP-solution  (푡)푠표푙, optimal primal vector 퐱̂(푡), optimal dual vec-tor 퐲̂(푡), binary constraint matrix 퐀(푡), pairing-cost vector 퐜(푡), a pre-defined quality parameter 푄푇ℎ, and a pre-definedparameter 퐾#, where # = 1 & 2, respectively. The 퐶퐺푆3 receives the flight schedule  , the quality parameter 푄푇ℎ,and a pre-defined parameter 퐾3 as input. Given the computational resources, the network-size of the pricing sub-problem has an inverse relationship with the runtime of the optimization-search. With a small-sized partial solution
 (푡) from the pricing subproblem, the cost-reduction tapers-off as the optimization-search converges towards the
near-optimal regions, and renders the search vulnerable to local optimality. On the contrary, though generating a
large-sized partial solution (푡) may lead to much higher cost-reductions even in later CG-iterations, the runtime of
solving 퐶푃푂푃퐿푃 (푡)푝푟푖푚푎푙 and 퐶푃푂푃퐿푃 (푡)푑푢푎푙 standalone becomes so high, let alone the runtime of generating the subsequent (푡). Hence, given the computational resources, it is imperative to tune the size of the partial solution (푡), that
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could not only be generated in a computationally- and time-efficient manner but also could lead to higher cost reduc-
tions even in later CG-iterations. In the proposed CG-heuristic, the number of new legal pairings being generated in the
partial solution (푡) is controlled using a parameter, 푃푚푎푥, which could either be set empirically or be user-defined.Subsequently, the parameters 퐾1, 퐾2 & 퐾3 are set empirically using the 푃푚푎푥 such that the size of the respective
partial solutions ( (푡)푆1,  (푡)푆2 &  (푡)푆3) comes out to be approximately equal to 푃푚푎푥∕3. It is to be noted thatthese parameters (퐾1, 퐾2 & 퐾3) will always be less than the size of the input flight schedule, i.e., 퐾1∕퐾2∕퐾3 < | |.This step has been included to ensure that the partial solutions of the proposed three CG-strategies contribute equally
in the resulting cost-reductions.
3.3. Crew-utility Maximizing CG-strategy (퐶퐺푆1)
As discussed above, the focus of this CG-strategy is on the generation of a partial solution  (푡)푆1 that could
maximize the overall crew utilization in the resulting  (푡). This is directly related to the generation of compact
crew pairings (as defined above) with longer duty flying hours and/or shorter overnight-rests. Such pairings will have
duties with large ratio of actual flying-hours to allowable flying-hours. One way to achieve the same is to develop a
special heuristic that could: • search for inefficient duties in legal pairings in  (푡)푠표푙, and • identify time-gaps in whicha different, yet longer, flight subsequence could be packed while satisfying the pairing-legality constraints. This is
explained in detail using the following example.
Example 1. Let us consider an  (푡)푠표푙, including four pairings 푝표1, 푝표2, 푝표3 & 푝표4 and covering flights from 푓1 to
푓13, as shown in fig. 3. In that, 푝푖푑푒푎푙 is an ideal compact pairing, and the aim of this CG-strategy is to achieve this
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Figure 3: An example to demonstrate the flight selection process for partial solution generation using 퐶퐺푆1
structure by combining legal flight subsequences from different pairings. 푝표1 is identified as the most inefficient legalpairing (low crew utilization), and compactness could be constructed in it by packing longer legal flight subsequences
in the corresponding time-gaps of the duties of 푝표1 if all other pairing-legality constraints are satisfied. This could beachieved by replacing 푓3 with 푓2 → 푓4, and packing 푓7 → 푓9 → 푓10 → 푓11 → 푓12 in between 푓6 & 푓13.
The above approach seems to be the best approach to generate compact pairings by utilizing flight connections in
 (푡)푠표푙. However, as the number of flights and pairings in  (푡)푠표푙 grows, it will become a complex search heuristic,and will drastically increases the runtime of the corresponding CG-iterations. Hence, the underlying aim of this CG-
strategy is achieved by proposing a simpler, yet efficient, heuristic, which is explained in the following text using the
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Example 1. The first step is to categorize all the pairings present in  (푡)푠표푙 on the basis of the number of flights covered
in them. These pairing-categories are sorted in two steps: (1) with-respect-to a pairing’s primal variable, i.e., 푥(푡)푗 ,
in descending order, (2) with-respect-to a pairing’s dual cost, i.e., 푐̀(푡)푗 , in descending order. The rationale behind theselection of the above sorting criteria is the fact that the compact pairings should be constructed from the pairings that
have the highest contribution in  (푡)푠표푙 for covering the given flight schedule  . In fig. 3, single pairing from someof these categories are shown, such as, 푝표1, 푝표2, 푝표3 & 푝표4 covering 5, 3, 4 & 6 number of flights, respectively. Forinstance, 푝표1 is an inefficient legal pairing that has huge potential for increasing the duty flying hours and/or reducingthe overnight-rest periods by packing more flights in them. To construct compact legal pairings, the proposed heuristic
collects flights from pairings of the above formulated pairing-categories: {푓1, 푓3, 푓5, 푓6, 푓13} from 푝표1; {푓2, 푓4, 푓6}from 푝표2; {푓3, 푓5, 푓7, 푓9} from 푝표3; and {푓3, 푓6, 푓8, 푓10, 푓11, 푓12} from 푝표4. These flights are then fed as input to anefficient legal crew pairing generation sub-routine, Pairing_Gen(), which returns an enumerated set of all possible
legal pairings for its input flight set. It has been adopted from Aggarwal et al. (2018), as discussed in Section 2.3.1.
From this enumerated set, only quality-pairings are selected in the (푡)푆1. It is further explained using the pseudocodeof the proposed CG-strategy, given in Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2: Crew-utility Maximizing CG-Strategy
Input:  (푡)푠표푙, 퐱̂(푡), 퐲̂(푡), 퐀(푡), 퐜(푡), Pairing_Gen(), 퐾1, 푙푐푚푎푥, 푄푇ℎ
1 Output:  (푡)푆1
2 Procedure: ⊳ Crew_utility_maximizing_CG_strategy()
3  (푡)푆1, ̀ (푡), ̀ (푡) ← 휙, (푡) ← empty dictionary
4 for pairing 푝푗 ∈  (푡)푠표푙 do
5 Compute 푐̄(푡)푗 using 퐲̂(푡), 퐀(푡) & 퐜(푡) ⊳ Use Equation 13
6 Compute 푐̀(푡)푗 using 퐲̂(푡) & 퐀(푡) ⊳ Use Equation 14
7 end
8 (푡) ← Map pairings ∈  (푡)푠표푙 into categories w.r.t. their flight-count
9 while |̀ (푡)| ≤ 퐾1 do
10 Select a random (푘푒푦, 푣푎푙푢푒) pair from (푡) w/o replacement
11 푣푎푙푢푒푠표푟푡1 ← Sort_descend(푣푎푙푢푒, 퐱̂(푡))
12 푣푎푙푢푒푠표푟푡2 ← Sort_descend(푣푎푙푢푒푠표푟푡1, 퐜̀(푡))
13 푙푐 ← 0
14 for pairing 푝푗 ∈ 푣푎푙푢푒푠표푟푡2 do
15 if 푙푐 ≤ 푙푐푚푎푥 then
16 ̀ (푡) ← ̀ (푡) ∪ {푓푖 | 푓푖 ∈ 푝푗}
17 푙푐 += |푝푗|
18 else
19 break
20 end
21 end
22 end
23 ̀ (푡) ← Pairing_Gen(̀ (푡))
24 Compute 푐̄(푡)푗 ∀ 푝푗 ∈ ̀ (푡) using 퐲̂(푡), 퐀(푡) & 퐜(푡) ⊳ Use Equation 13
25  (푡)푆1 ← {푝푗 | (푝푗 ∈ ̀ (푡)) ∧ (푐̄(푡)푗 ≤ 푄푇ℎ)}
26 return (푡)푆1
In Algorithm 2, the input to the CG-strategy includes: • the active iteration’s LP-solution  (푡)푠표푙 • its optimalprimal vector 퐱̂(푡) • its optimal dual vector 퐲̂(푡) • its binary constraint matrix퐀(푡) • its pairing-cost vector 퐜(푡) • the legal
crew pairing generation sub-routine Pairing_Gen(), and • pre-defined parameters which control the size and quality
of (푡)푆1: 퐾1, 푙푐푚푎푥 &푄푇ℎ. In lines 4-7, the reduced cost 푐̄(푡)푗 and dual cost 푐̀(푡)푗 of all pairings ∈  (푡)푠표푙 are calculated
using Equations 13& 14, respectively. In line 8, the pairings∈  (푡)푠표푙 are categorized into a dictionary, denoted by(푡),
on the basis of number of flights covered in them, denoted by |푝푗|. In lines 9-22, the flight set ̀ (푡) to generate (푡)푆1
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is identified. It is an iterative procedure which is terminated as soon as the |̀ (푡)| ≥ 퐾1. In each of its iteration, the firststep is to select a random (푘푒푦, 푣푎푙푢푒) pair from(푡) without replacement (line 10). Subsequently, the pairings∈ 푣푎푙푢푒
are then sorted using two criteria: (1) with-respect-to their 푥̂(푡)푗 in descending order (line 11), and (2) with-respect-to
their 푐̀(푡)푗 in descending order (line 12). This sorting process helps in selecting flights from the pairings in decreasing
order of their contribution in  (푡)푠표푙. In lines 14-21, the resulting sorted list, denoted by 푣푎푙푢푒푠표푟푡2, is scrolled and the
flights from the encountered pairings are added in the ̀ (푡) until a local maximum limit 푙푐푚푎푥 is achieved. The 푙푐푚푎푥is set empirically to allow the participation of pairings from higher number of different (푘푒푦, 푣푎푙푢푒) pairs of (푡). In
line 23, the resulting ̀ (푡) is fed as input to the pairing generation sub-routine Pairing_Gen(), and the set of all legal
pairings ̀ (푡) is enumerated from them. In line 24, reduced cost values for all pairings in ̀ (푡) are computed. In line 25,
the desired partial solution (푡)푆1 is generated by selecting only quality pairings from the enumerated set of pairings̀ (푡). For this, only the pairings with 푐̄(푡)푗 ≤ 푄푇ℎ are selected. The rationale behind the success of this CG-strategy isin the construct of its implementation in which equal opportunities are provided to pairings from different (푘푒푦, 푣푎푙푢푒)
pairs of (푡) to generate compact pairings, if possible.
3.4. Deadhead Minimizing CG-strategy (퐶퐺푆2)
As discussed before, the focus of this CG-strategy is on the generation of a partial solution  (푡)푆2 that could
minimize the number of deadheads when combined with the active iteration’s LP-solution  (푡)푠표푙. As a result, thisCG-strategy is named as Deadhead Minimizing CG-strategy. The motivation behind this CG-strategy comes from the
fact that an ideal crew pairing solution will have zero deadheads, and the cost-objective function is heavily penalized
for each deadhead flight present in the solution. This CG-strategy is implemented using a heuristic approach whose
underlying functioning is explained using the following example.
Example 2. Let us consider an LP-solution (푡)푠표푙 with nine pairings (from 푝표1 to 푝표9), and covering 30 flights (from 푓1to 푓30), as shown in fig. 4. First, a small-sized partial solution is generated using randomly selected flights from  . The
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Figure 4: An example to demonstrate the flight selection process for partial solution generation using 퐶퐺푆2
pairings in this partial solution are then sorted with-respect-to their reduced cost values 푐̄(푡)푗 , which are computed usingEquation 13. From the resulting sorted pairing list, a zero-deadhead pairing set is selected deterministically, which
contains pairings 푝푛1 & 푝푛2, and covers flights 푓3, 푓6, 푓7, 푓9, 푓10, 푓12, 푓15 & 푓20, as shown in fig. 4. Subsequently,
pairings 푝푛1 & 푝푛2 are compared with the pairings in  (푡)푠표푙 (from 푝표1 to 푝표9). From  (푡)푠표푙, those pairings are identified
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that cover any of the flights covered by 푝푛1 & 푝푛2. These pairings (푝표1, 푝표3, 푝표4, 푝표5, 푝표6 & 푝표7) are highlighted infig. 4. From these pairings, the remaining flights, i.e., 푓1, 푓6, 푓14, 푓17, 푓18, 푓19, 푓21, 푓22, 푓23, 푓24, 푓29 & 푓30,
are selected. These flights are then used as input to generate the desired partial solution (푡)푆2, which decreases the
number of deadhead flights drastically when combined with  (푡)푠표푙.
A pseudocode of this CG-strategy is presented in Algorithm 3. The input to the 퐶퐺푆3 includes: • the active
Algorithm 3: Deadhead-Minimizing CG-strategy
Input:  (푡)푠표푙, 퐱̂(푡), 퐲̂(푡), 퐀(푡), 퐜(푡),  , Pairing_Gen(), 퐾2, 푄푇ℎ
1 Output:  (푡)푆2
2 Procedure: ⊳ Deadhead_minimizing_CG_strategy()
3  (푡)푆2, ̃ (푡), ̀ (푡), ̃ (푡), ̀ (푡) ← 휙
4 ̃ (푡) ← Select 퐾2 random flights from  w/o replacement
5 ̃ (푡) ← Pairing_Gen(̃ (푡))
6 for pairing 푝푗 ∈  (푡)푠표푙 do
7 Compute 푐̄(푡)푗 using 퐲̂(푡), 퐀(푡) & 퐜(푡) ⊳ Use Equation 13
8 end
9 ̃ (푡)푠표푟푡 ← Sort_ascend(̃ (푡), 퐜̄(퐭))
10 ̃ (푡)0푑ℎ푑 ← Select a zero-deadhead pairing set from ̃ (푡)푠표푟푡 deterministically
11 ̃ (푡)0푑ℎ푑 ← Flights covered in ̃ (푡)0푑ℎ푑
12 for pairing 푝푗 ∈  (푡)푠표푙 do
13 if {푓푖 | 푓푖 ∈ 푝푗} ∩ ̃ (푡)0푑ℎ푑 ≠ 휙 then
14 ̀ (푡) ← ̀ (푡) ∪ {{푓푖 | 푓푖 ∈ 푝푗} ⧵ ̃ (푡)0푑ℎ푑}
15 else
16 continue
17 end
18 end
19 ̀ (푡) ← Pairing_Gen(̀ (푡))
20 Compute 푐̄(푡)푗 ∀ 푝푗 ∈ ̀ (푡) using 퐲̂(푡), 퐀(푡) & 퐜(푡) ⊳ Use Equation 13
21  (푡)푆2 ← ̃ (푡)0푑ℎ푑 ∪ {푝푗 | (푝푗 ∈ ̀ (푡)) ∧ (푐̄(푡)푗 ≤ 푄푇ℎ)}
22 return (푡)푆2
iteration’s LP-solution  (푡)푠표푙 • its optimal primal vector 퐱̂(푡) • its optimal dual vector 퐲̂(푡) • its binary constraint ma-trix 퐀(푡) • its pairing-cost vector 퐜(푡) • the given flight schedule  • the legal crew pairing generation sub-routine
Pairing_Gen(), and • pre-defined parameters which control the size and quality of (푡)푆2: 퐾2 & 푄푇ℎ. In line 4, asmall flight subset, denoted by ̃ (푡), is created by randomly selecting퐾2 number of flights from without replacement.In line 5, ̃ (푡) is used to enumerate new legal pairings using the pairing generation sub-routine Pairing_Gen(). Let
this small pairing set be denoted by ̃ (푡). In lines 6-8, the reduced cost 푐̄(푡)푗 corresponding to each pairing 푝푗 ∈ ̃ (푡) is
computed using 퐲̂(푡), 퐀(푡) & 퐜(푡) (Equation 13). Subsequently, in line 9, the pairings in ̃ (푡) are sorted with-respect-to
their 푐̄(푡)푗 in ascending order, leading to a sorted pairing set, denoted by ̃ (푡)푠표푟푡. This sorting step is performed to bring
pairings with most negative 푐̄(푡)푗 , i.e., pairings with highest potential for cost-reduction, upwards in ̃ (푡)푠표푟푡. In line 10,
a zero-deadhead pairing subset, denoted by ̃ (푡)0푑ℎ푑 , is selected deterministically from ̃ (푡)푠표푟푡. A zero-deadhead pairingset is a set of pairings in which each flight is covered only once, i.e., pairings are orthogonal to each other in terms of
the flights covered in them. The deterministic approach to generate ̃ (푡)0푑ℎ푑 involves iterating over ̃ (푡)푠표푟푡 sequentially,
and selecting only those pairings that do not cover an already covered flight. Mathematically, a pairing 푝푗 ∈ ̃ (푡)푠표푟푡 gets
selected in ̃ (푡)0푑ℎ푑 , if
{푓푖 | 푓푗 ∈ 푝푗} ∩ {푓푖′ | 푓푖′ ∈ 푝푗′ , ∀푝푗′ ∈ ̃ (푡)0푑ℎ푑} = 휙.
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Let the flights covered in ̃ (푡)0푑ℎ푑 be denoted by ̃ (푡)0푑ℎ푑 (line 11). In lines 12-18, the ̃ (푡)0푑ℎ푑 is compared with the active
iteration’s LP-solution  (푡)푠표푙 to find pairings that share some common flights. In that, only those pairings from  (푡)푠표푙
are considered that have any flight in common with the flights in ̃ (푡)0푑ℎ푑 . From such pairings, the flights that are disjoint
with ̃ (푡)0푑ℎ푑 are selected to form the final flight subset, denoted by ̀ (푡). Hence, for a pairing 푝푗 ∈  (푡)푠표푙, if
{푓푖 | 푓푗 ∈ 푝푗} ∩ ̃ (푡)0푑ℎ푑 ≠ 휙,
then its remaining flights, given by
{{푓푖 | 푓푖 ∈ 푝푗} ⧵ ̃ (푡)0푑ℎ푑},
are added in the flight subset ̀ (푡). In line 19, the identified flight subset ̀ (푡) is fed as input to the legal pairing generation
sub-routine Pairing_Gen(), from which all legal pairings are enumerated, represented by ̀ (푡). In line 20, reduced
cost values for all pairings in ̀ (푡) are computed. In line 21, the desired partial solution  (푡)푆2 is generated by the
union of ̃ (푡)0푑ℎ푑 , and a set of quality pairings from ̀ (푡), i.e., the pairings for which 푐̄(푡)푗 ≤ 푄푇ℎ.
3.5. Random-walk CG-strategy (퐶퐺푆3)
This CG-strategy is aimed to generate a partial solution  (푡)푆3 using a random flight sample from  withoutreplacement. As a result, it is named as Random-walk CG-strategy. The first two CG-strategies aim to generate partial
solutions by developing domain-specific heuristics and using them to exploit the flight-connection information present
in  (푡)푠표푙. The rationale behind the inclusion of 퐶퐺푆3 is to generate a random partial solution that could balance thebiasness introduced by the partial solutions from the previous two CG-strategies. The pseudocode of퐶퐺푆3 is presentedin Algorithm 4. The input to 퐶퐺푆3 includes: • the given flight schedule  • the legal crew pairing generation sub-
Algorithm 4: Random-walk CG-strategy
Input:  , Pairing_Gen(), 퐾3, 푄푇ℎ
1 Output:  (푡)푆3
2 Procedure: ⊳ Random_walk_CG_strategy()
3  (푡)푆3, ̀ (푡), ̀ (푡) ← 휙
4 ̀ (푡) ← Select 퐾3 random flights from  w/o replacement
5 ̀ (푡) ← Pairing_Gen(̀ (푡))
6 Compute 푐̄(푡)푗 ∀ 푝푗 ∈ ̀ (푡) using 퐲̂(푡), 퐀(푡) & 퐜(푡) ⊳ Use Equation 13
7  (푡)푆3 ← {푝푗 | (푝푗 ∈ ̀ (푡)) ∧ (푐̄(푡)푗 ≤ 푄푇ℎ)}
8 return (푡)푆2
routine Pairing_Gen(), and • pre-defined parameters which control the size and quality of (푡)푆3: 퐾3&푄푇ℎ. In line
4, a flight subset, denoted by ̀ (푡), is created by randomly selecting 퐾3 number of flights from  without replacement.In line 5, flight set ̀ (푡) is fed as input to the legal pairing generation sub-routine Pairing_Gen() to enumerate all
possible legal pairings from it. Let these pairings be denoted by ̀ (푡). In line 6, the reduced cost values (푐̄(푡)푗 ) of all
pairings in ̀ (푡) is computed using 퐲̂(푡), 퐀(푡) & 퐜(푡) (Equation 13). In line 7, the desired partial solution  (푡)푆3 is
generated by selecting only quality pairings from ̀ (푡), i.e., the pairings for which 푐̄(푡)푗 ≤ 푄푇ℎ.
4. Computational Experiments
The computational experiments are presented in this section. In this research work, the proposed/adopted heuristics
are implemented using Python 3.6 scripting language. All computation experiments are performed on a HP Z640
workstation powered by 2 × (IntelⓇ XeonⓇ E5-2630v3 Processor with 16 cores at 2.40GHz), and with 64GB RAM.
In the proposed methodology, Gurobi Optimizer 8.1.1 (Gurobi Optimization, 2019) is used to solve the CPOP’s LP-
primal model (퐶푃푂푃퐿푃푝푟푖푚푎푙) and IP-model (퐶푃푂푃 퐼푃 ), whereas an Interior-point method (Andersen and Andersen,
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2000) implemented in SciPy library (Jones et al., 2001) is used to solve the CPOP’s LP-dual model (퐶푃푂푃퐿푃푑푢푎푙). Allcomputational experiments are demonstrated on large-scale real-world airline test cases which are presented in the
following subsection As discussed in Section 2.3, the utility of the proposed CG-heuristic is demonstrated by using it
in a large-scale mathematical programming based optimizer, 퐴푖푟퐶푅푂푃 , which has been developed by the authors and
validated in collaboration with GE Aviation (Aggarwal et al., 2020a). This optimizer is used as a black-box optimizer,
and its experimental settings are kept constant during all the experiments presented in this research work for a fair
competition. As discussed in Section 2.3.1, the legal crew pairing generation approach used in these experiments
(Aggarwal et al., 2018) is parallelized over multiple CPU-cores (number of cores equivalent to the number of crew
bases present in each test case). Furthermore, as discussed in Section 2.3.2, a time-efficient IFS-generation heuristic
(Aggarwal et al., 2020b) is adopted to initialize the 퐴푖푟퐶푅푂푃 .
4.1. Airline Test Cases
The utility of the proposed methodology is demonstrated using four real-world large-scale airline test cases, which
have been provided by GE Aviation from the networks of their US-based client airlines. These test cases are shown in
Table 2. Majority of the instances used in Parmentier and Meunier (2020) consist of flights in the range of 600-1000
Table 2
Real-world airline test cases used in this research work
Test Case # Flights # Crew Bases # Legal Duties
TC1 2,453 06 110,348
TC2 3,202 15 454,205
TC3 3,228 15 464,092
TC4 4,212 15 737,184
(a) TC1’s flight network with highlighted crew bases (b) Plots of constrained search spaces of the given test cases
Figure 5: Visualization of the complexity of the given test cases and the constraint-structure of the pairing-legality
constraints
except one instance having 1766 flights and another having 3398 flights, and these instances have been classified as
large-scale instances. Not only using the same rationale but also due to the complexity of the test cases used in this
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research work (Table 2), they are classified as large-scale test cases. With the presence of multiple crew bases (6 to
15) in each of these test cases, the number of possible legal pairings is exponentially huge (million-/billion-plus). For
understanding and visualizing the complexity of the flight network involved, a map of the smallest flight schedule
(TC1), is plotted in fig. 5a. From this figure, the underlying complexity of the flight network involved is quite evident
as it is characterized by the presence of multiple hub-and-spoke subnetworks and multiple crew bases (BDL, DAL,
EWR, FLL, MDW, SAN)6. For all the test cases involved, a complex-set of pairing-legality constraints and pairing-
costing rules (discussed in Section 2.1 & 2.2) are provided by GE Aviation. Though it is intractable/not-advisable
to explicitly generate all legal pairings for these test cases, but a macroscopic view of their respective constrained
search spaces is constructed using the given pairing-legality constraints, and is shown in fig. 5b. In this figure, all
legal flight connections/edges, represented by a global flight-pairing binary matrix 퐀퐺푇퐶# where # = 1, 2, 3 & 4 forTC1, TC2, TC3 & TC4, respectively, are plotted. Matrices 퐀퐺푇퐶# are constructed using the flight-connection graphs,while satisfying the connection-city constraints, the start- & end-city constraints, and the sit-time & overnight-rest
constraints (Aggarwal et al., 2018).
4.2. Results & Observations
First, to demonstrate the efficacy of the proposed CG-heuristic, the results of an 퐴푖푟퐶푅푂푃 -run involving the
proposed CG-heuristic, denoted by Run-퐶퐺푎푙푙, are compared with the results of the 퐴푖푟퐶푅푂푃 -runs involving eachof these CG-strategies independently, represented by Run-퐶퐺푆# where # = 1, 2 & 3 for 퐶퐺푆1, 퐶퐺푆2 & 퐶퐺푆3,respectively. These results are presented in the Table 3. Generally, in optimization systems, it is imperative to balance
Table 3
Results of the 퐴푖푟퐶푅푂푃 -runs with different settings of the proposed CG-strategies
Test AirCROP
Final Crew Pairing Solutions
%
Case Runs
Run-퐶퐺푆1 Run-퐶퐺푆2 Run-퐶퐺푆3 Run-퐶퐺푎푙푙
GapCost Runtime Cost Runtime Cost Runtime Cost Runtime
(USD) (hh:mm) (USD) (hh:mm) (USD) (hh:mm) (USD) (hh:mm)
TC1 I-run 2,848,755 03:21 2,744,972 03:33 2,703,900 04:16 2,678,720 02:51 -II-run 2,835,703 04:03 2,744,714 03:39 2,689,290 04:53 2,684,207 03:15 −0.21
TC2 I-run 3,739,240 06:27 3,674,406 07:11 3,588,643 08:17 3,511,944 06:03 -II-run 3,742,760 07:24 3,674,406 07:16 3,742,760 09:33 3,502,514 06:32 +0.27
TC3 I-run 3,862,638 06:58 3,717,496 06:45 3,688,258 09:08 3,513,784 05:33 -II-run 3,859,153 08:04 3,717,496 06:50 3,678,092 10:33 3,513,437 05:50 +0.01
TC4 I-run 5,131,941 12:59 4,874,863 13:23 4,830,213 27:37 4,639,736 13:09 -II-run 5,118,137 14:22 4,874,863 13:32 4,810,031 31:01 4,634,794 13:35 +0.11
All numerical values are rounded-off to the next integer value.
the interplay between
• how much quality to bring into the final solution, and
• at what computational cost.
It is well-known that in small-scale optimization systems, final solution’s quality is preferred over the computational-
time as their search-efficiencies are barely affected by the size of their search spaces. On the contrary, search-efficiencies
of large-scale optimization systems is marred by their large problem-sizes (the curse of dimensionality). As a result,
in large-scale optimization systems, saving computational efforts is preferred over finding solutions with high (near-
optimal) quality. Observing this, the developed optimizer (퐴푖푟퐶푅푂푃 ) is designed in such a way that the choice of
termination lies with its users. In this research work, the results of the above-mentioned experiments are reported
for two different settings of the 퐴푖푟퐶푅푂푃 , Setting-1 (finding an approximately good-cost final crew pairing solution
in less runtime) and Setting-2 (finding a final crew pairing solution with near-optimal costs at the cost of runtime).
For simplicity, the 퐴푖푟퐶푅푂푃 -runs with Setting-1 are referred to as I-run, and the 퐴푖푟퐶푅푂푃 -runs with Setting-2
are referred to as II-run. In Table 3, column ‘Run-퐶퐺푆1’ represents the results (final crew pairing solution’s cost &
6BDL: Connecticut; DAL: Dallas; EWR: New York; FLL: Fort Lauderdale; MDW: Chicago; SAN: San Diego.
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runtime values) of the 퐴푖푟퐶푅푂푃 -runs with 퐶퐺푆1 as the sole CG-strategy for partial solution generation. Similarly,columns ‘Run-퐶퐺푆2’ & ‘Run-퐶퐺푆3’ represent the results with 퐶퐺푆2 & 퐶퐺푆3 as sole CG-strategies, respectively.Column ‘Run-퐶퐺푎푙푙’ represents the results with the proposed CG-heuristic (Section 3.2) to generate the desired par-tial solution. In Section 3.2, it is discussed that the size of the partial solutions being generated from each of these CG
strategies is controlled using pre-defined parameters (퐶퐺푆1 ∶ 퐾1; 퐶퐺푆2 ∶ 퐾2; 퐶퐺푆3 ∶ 퐾3). Hence, for a fair
competition, the size of the final partial solutions ( 푡) for each of the 퐴푖푟퐶푅푂푃 -runs in the above experiment is
ensured to be approximately equal. Column ‘% Gap’ represents the percentage change in the final cost of the II-run
with-respect-to the cost of the I-run for all test cases, respectively. Also, for each test case, the results corresponding
to the 퐴푖푟퐶푅푂푃 -runs with the best CG-strategy are highlighted in green, amongst which the best cost and runtime
values are highlighted in bold. The plausible observations drawn from these results are as follows:
1. For all test cases, it is observed that Run-퐶퐺푎푙푙 (i.e. with the proposed CG-heuristic) leads to a better final crewpairing solution than any of the Run-퐶퐺푆# (in terms of both final solution’s cost & runtime), irrespective of therun-settings of the optimizer. This concludes that the proposed CG-heuristic is capable of generating a better
partial solution than any of its constituent CG-strategies when used independently. The rationale behind this is
linked to the fact that the partial solution generated using the proposed CG-heuristic, possibly contains pairings
from three different/non-overlapping search spaces, enriching it with different characteristics, and ultimately
leading to better as well as faster convergence. Moreover, the ranking of the final crew pairing solutions of the
I-run (with-respect-to the runtime) & of the II-run (with-respect-to the final cost) is as follows:
퐼 − 푟푢푛 ∶ 푅(퐶퐺푎푙푙) > 푅(퐶퐺푆3) > 푅(퐶퐺푆2) > 푅(퐶퐺푆1)
퐼퐼 − 푟푢푛 ∶ 푅(퐶퐺푎푙푙) > 푅(퐶퐺푆3) > 푅(퐶퐺푆2) > 푅(퐶퐺푆1)
2. By construct, the cost of the final solutions of the II-run must be better/lower than those of the I-run as in the
II-run, 퐴푖푟퐶푅푂푃 is allowed to run for more time to look for the possibility of further cost reductions. However,
this is not observed in Run-퐶퐺푎푙푙 for TC1. The rationale behind this observation is linked to the underlyingoptimization methodology of the 퐴푖푟퐶푅푂푃 , which belongs to the second-class of algorithms described by
Vance et al. (1997). In such algorithms, the cost quality of an integer solution is iteratively improved by its
re-optimization using the CG-phase followed by the IP-phase. As a result, the search space at the end of a re-
optimization loop 푙, for example the I-run, is possibly different from the one explored in the re-optimization loop
(푙 + 1), i.e., the II-run. Hence, re-optimization loop (푙 + 1) does not guarantee further cost reduction after the
re-optimization loop 푙.
3. Amongst the 퐴푖푟퐶푅푂푃 runs with independent CG-strategies, it is observed that the final crew pairing cost of
Run-퐶퐺푆3 is much better than those of the Run-퐶퐺푆1 & Run-퐶퐺푆2 for all test cases. However, their respectiveruntime values are much worse than those of the others. From this, it could be concluded that the partial solution
using 퐶퐺푆3 constitutes an essential part of the overall partial solution (푡) for a better-cost final crew pairingsolution. However, the other two CG-strategies, being focused on niche-regions of the overall search space, are
important for achieving additional cost-benefits in less runtime. Hence, this builds the rationale for the efficacy
of the proposed CG-heuristic as it involves sequential execution of these three CG-strategies.
4. In the results of Run-퐶퐺푆2, it is observed that the final solution’s cost stabilizes much early (after the I-run itself)for almost all test cases except TC1, and even for that only a marginal cost-improvement of 258 USD is seen.
Hence, this provides the rationale for the need of the other two CG-strategies for bringing further cost-reductions.
This again builds the rationale for the efficacy of the proposed CG-heuristic.
It is interesting to note that the average runtime value of an 퐴푖푟퐶푅푂푃 -run is quite large, despite the usage of
parallel-processing for the legal crew pairing generation. This limitation is linked to the fact that all implementations
are done using Python, which being a scripting language has its own runtime limitations compared to other program-
ming languages such as JAVA, C++, etc. Due to the usage of random sampling in multiple stages of the proposed
methodology, it is important to study/analyze the effect of variations in random number seed on the final solution’s
cost and runtime. However, due to this large runtime limitation of the 퐴푖푟퐶푅푂푃 , this analysis is carried out only for
test case TC2. The experimental results of this analysis are presented in Table 4. In the last row of this table, mean
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Table 4
Effect of random number seed on final crew pairing solutions for TC2 with CG-All
Random
Final Crew Pairing Solution
Seeds
I-run II-run
Total Cost Runtime Total Cost Runtime
(USD) (hh:mm) (USD) (hh:mm)
Seed 1 3486339 06:36 3482317 06:56
Seed 2 3498138 07:24 3489035 07:48
Seed 3 3485316 05:11 3485316 05:28
Seed 4 3504614 07:10 3494106 07:41
Seed 5 3490488 06:28 3483502 06:54
Seed 6 3500926 06:56 3492020 07:24
Seed 7 3503157 06:15 3499054 06:37
Seed 8 3502675 06:36 3491010 07:07
Seed 9 3511944 06:03 3502514 06:32
Seed
10 3492678 06:45 3492633 07:02
푥 ± 휎 3497628 ±8664
06:33 ±
00:38
3491151 ±
6483
06:57 ±
00:40
All numerical values are rounded-off to the next integer value.
± standard deviation values of both cost and runtime are summarized. The best solution with-respect-to the runtime
values, amongst all I-runs, is highlighted in green. Similarly, the best solution with-respect-to the cost, amongst all
II-runs, is also highlighted in green.
5. Conclusion and Future Research
Large-scale airline crew pairing optimization problems (with NP-Hard computational complexity) are perceived
as one of the most challenging combinatorial optimization problems in the entire OR-domain. Since, crew operating
cost is the second-largest cost driver for an airline, it is highly critical to generate a well-arranged minimal-cost set of
legal crew pairings with minimal deadheads and maximal crew utilization. Numerous contributions have been made by
researchers in the past, addressing the evolving scales and complexities of this problem by developing solutions around
various OR-techniques. However, the practical utility of the existing solutions is limited, and all the more questionable
considering that air-traffic is expected to grow double in 20 years with a 3.5% compound annual growth rate (Garcia,
2018). In this research, the literature is revisited and a novel domain-knowledge-driven column generation heuristic
is proposed which assumes its significance owing to the unprecedented scale and complexity of the much prevalent
flight networks.
The proposed CG-heuristic is designed using three different CG-strategies with each of them being capable of
generating three non-overlapping meaningful partial solutions. At the core, the proposed CG-heuristic is derived
from the conventional column generation technique. However, to efficiently search an enormously huge search space
(billion-plus legal crew pairings), this CG-heuristic focuses on generating a partial solution in the pricing subproblem
step by exploiting CPOP’s domain-knowledge and capturing different aspects of cost-reductions (such as maximizing
crew utility and minimizing deadheads). Such exploitation of domain-knowledge is found to be profitable in pro-
ducing good-cost crew pairing integer solutions. In the presented work, the utility of the proposed CG-heuristic is
demonstrated on four real-world, large-scale (over 4212 flights), complex (over 15 crew bases) airline test cases. The
proposed CG-heuristic is an outcome of several failed design experiments, in each of which existing strategies have
been tested, examined, and adapted, if needed. For a fair and healthy competition, all experimental-settings and the
problem definitions are kept constant among all competing systems. The utility of the proposed CG-heuristic is demon-
strated through an exhaustive empirical investigation. In that, the 퐴푖푟퐶푅푂푃 -run with the proposed CG-heuristic is
compared with those of its constituent CG-strategies when used independently which, to a large extent, constitutes the
approaches from the literature. It is observed that even with approximately equal-sized partial solutions in these runs,
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the search space explored using the proposed CG-heuristic not only leads to a better final crew pairing solution but also
in a computationally-fast manner as compared to its constituent CG-strategies when used independently. In brevity,
the proposed CG-heuristic is a superior approach, demonstrating the advantages of integrating domain-knowledge in a
CG-based solution approaches which could also be used to efficiently-solve other combinatorial optimization problems
too.
It is also critical to note that the runtime of an average 퐴푖푟퐶푅푂푃 -run is quite large as compared to other crew
pairing systems (developed using JAVA, C++). These runtime values are despite the fact that the legal pairing gener-
ation process is parallelized on upto 15 (equivalent to the number of crew bases present in the test case being solved)
cores of a single-CPU. Though, this limitation of the 퐴푖푟퐶푅푂푃 is not an explicit limitation of the proposed approach,
however, improving its runtime will directly impact the runtime of the proposed CG-heuristic. On applied level, these
runtime values could also be improved by parallel-execution of the constituent CG-strategies of the proposed CG-
heuristic (if plausible). It is also mentioned that the size of the partial solutions from the individual CG-strategies
is dependent on pre-defined parameters which are set empirically, depending on the test cases being solved. Hence,
another direction of the future research could be to improve the setting of these parameters using certain relationships,
derived from the input data, or even to make them adaptive. Furthermore, it would be interesting to develop some
learning frameworks (offline/online), in which the existing machine learning techniques could be leveraged-in to learn
some implicit interesting patterns among the optimization data that could be further used to improve the performance
of the proposed CG-heuristic. An example of such interesting yet implicit patterns is discussed here. In CPOP, being
a combinatorial optimization problem, it is impossible to explicitly measure the quality of a single crew pairing as it
could perform better or worse depending upon the crew pairing solution it is present-in. Hence, it is fair to hypothesize
that the legal pairings encountered in some previous CG-iterations, which were removed from the solution due to poor
associated-performance, could prove to be useful in later CG-iterations. Recent technical advancements in machine
learning techniques could be exploited to learn such kind of combinatorial patterns that can be used adaptively during
the column generation for much faster and/or better convergence of the optimizer.
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